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What is the Public Lands Transportation Fellows (PLTF) Program? 
The PLTF program provides fellowships to recent graduates in a transportation-related field. The fellows are provided with a 
unique opportunity for career development and public service working directly with staff  of  Federal Land Management Agencies 
(FLMAs) on key visitor transportation issues. The assigned projects help the land units develop transportation solutions that 
preserve valuable resources and enhance the visitor experience. 
See footer for a list of  sponsors.

Lessons Learned

“It was fun, although it’s slow, it moves faster than walking. 
And, it’s air conditioned-great on a really hot day.”

“I would love to get around without my car. I don't like 
navigating traffic, watching the road instead of admiring 
nature, and finding parking.”

Defining Usefulness
 Can an automated shuttle system 
 meet the needs of a given situation?

7 Qualities of  Useful Automated Transit
 Functionality: 
  Does the vehicle work as 
  well as conventional transit?
 Scalability:
  Do vehicles seat or circulate 
  enough riders to meet demand?
 Reliability:
  Can shuttles operate in various  
  environmental conditions or states of wear?
 Cost:
  Is operation and maintenance 
  of system cost-competitive?
 Accessibility:
  Are shuttles useful for people 
  with all manner of disabilities?
 Safety:
  Can shuttle reduce risk of harm for 
  both passengers and other road users?
 Attractiveness:
  Does shuttle appeal enough 
  to visitors for them to ride it?

Goal
Pilot Automated Vehicle (AV) shuttles at parks to 
evaluate their usefulness as mobility tools in NPS.
Short-term: 
  - Consider mobility and interpretive 
    benefits AV shuttles offer to visitors
  - Assess infrastructure, personnel, and budgetary 
   needs for AV operations
Long-term: 
  - Evaluate usefulness of AVs as transit in NPS
  - Enhance visitor access and encourage car-free trips

Site Selection: Canyon Village 
- Decent LTE connectivity and electricity infrastruture 
- Lower congestion and ample parking
- Minimal popular/dangerous wildlife or thermal features
- Lower risk of visitor stranding than more remote sites

Route: Lodges (Jun-July)          Campground (July-Aug)

Site Selection: Wright Brothers NM
-  High interest from park leadership
-  Simple loop road
-  Pedestrian alternatives to shuttle
-  Historic symbolism of Wright Brothers’  
   1903 “First Flight” from the same site
-  Available opportunity from NCDOT  

Route: Visitor Center to First Flight Sculpture

Remote Environment: Contractor drove 
long distances to work & access services. 
Few large animals at pilot site. Shuttles 
stopped for small animals (chipmunks, ravens).

Roadway: Intersections, parking lot, 
and campground challenged navigation.

Internet: Reliable LTE connectivity eased data 
transfer and visitor survey response.

Vegetation: Shuttles’ LiDAR detected swaying 
plants near road as hazard, triggering stops. Roadside 
vegetation cleared for mapping and trimmed often.

Subarctic Climate: Snowdrifts on roadside 
in May delayed mapping & launch by several weeks.

Terrain: Hilly route drained batteries. Schedule 
changed to meet charging requirements.

Terrain: Flat terrain eased battery use.

Subtropical, Coastal Climate: 
Temperatures in 80s- 90s, high humidity. Air 
conditioning drained battery quickly. High winds, 
rain, & storms not uncommon.

Suburban Environment: Services & lodging 
for contractor readily available. Humans are most 
common large species at site.

Vegetation: Roads surrounded by trimmed 
lawns reduced vegetation interference.

Roadway: Mostly one-way route mitigated conflict 
points like intersections. Roads freshly-repaved in 2019.

Internet: Poor LTE connection & no WiFi prevented 
wireless data transfer & reduced access to online 
survey. Contractor mailed hard drives to Florida office 
every other day to transfer data.

Congestion: Shuttles struggled with 
unpredictable traffic. Cars backed into shuttles 
in parking lot twice.

Congestion: Abundant cars, pedestrians, & 
cyclists interacted regularly with shuttle.

Roadway
- Changing surface conditions (stormwater, 
 sedimentation, snow) on road and shoulder
 impede navigation
- Consistent pathing accelerates wear to 
 already-damaged pavement. Spalling or 
 potholes may worsen if in shuttles’ paths.

Parking Lots
- Shuttles can’t adapt to complex movements     
 by pedestrians & other vehicles.
-   Irregular parking by motorists disrupts 
 pathfinding.
- Shuttles can pass stationary pedestrians or 
 motorists at uncomfortably-close distances.

Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) Technology
- Required to keep shuttles on course.
- Temporary RTK stations available to facilitate 
 deployments.
- Existing RTK networks for surveying may be
 used for AV shuttles, with permission.
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“If the shuttle were to be expanded to include other major 
park destinations, it'd be a great way to reduce traffic and 
distracted drivers while providing an educational experience.”

“I feel it would be an excellent way to carry people across short 
distances. The fact it's battery power also helps with the 
carbon footprint. Hopefully it could be entirely carbon neutral 
by charging the batteries via renewable energy.”

General Lessons Learned

“They are both a way to save on gas consumption and traffic 
congestion, but more specifically for the parks, the good 360° 
view and quiet motors would make wildlife viewing much 
more idyllic.”

“[Need] to have continuous coverage from 7a to 9p... Can't 
expect guests to keep up with charging breaks. Also the 
[braking] on the shuttle (automated) is too abrupt... Felt like 
riding with a 16 year old new driver.”

“My husband has limited mobility & misses a lot otherwise”

“Not unsafe but I felt it impractical with the current technology 
limitations. The man on the vehicle told us that... individual 
blades of grass [caused it] to stop and have to be put in manual 
mode. The vehicle is also incapable of going around other cars 
stopped nearly completely off the road. Someday when these 
flaws are fixed I will have more confidence.”

Ridership:
10,057 riders

Survey:
260 Responses
- 197 complete
- 63 incomplete

Ridership:
3,300 riders

Survey:
319 Responses
- 230 complete
- 89 incomplete

January 2020
 FHWA’s Innovation and    
 Research Council (IRC) 
 awards grant to fund 
 automated shuttle pilot 
 at Yellowstone NP.

August 2020
Beep, Inc. selected 
as vendor by NPS.

July 2021
CASSI pilot concludes.

April 2021
CASSI pilot launches at WRBR.

October 2020
Discussions begin between 
NPS and NCDOT for a Spring 
2021 pilot at WRBR.

May 2020
NPS applies to North Carolina 
DOT (NCDOT) and is selected 
to host its Connected Autono
mous Shuttle Supporting 
Innovation (CASSI) at Wright 
Brothers National Memorial 
(WRBR) using an EasyMile 
shuttle.

August 2021
TEDDY pilot concludes.

June 2021
NPS & Beep, Inc. launch 
The Electric Driverless 
Demonstration at 
Yellowstone (TEDDY).
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